
 Rob Simmons 
 Creative, detailed-oriented, software engineer with a deep passion for web 
 applications.  Experienced in building successful Full Stack web applications 
 using MERN technologies, RESTful APIs and modern JavaScript frameworks. 
 I’m looking to bring my skills to a tech company with global reach. 

 CONTACT 

 rsimmonswebdev@gmail.com 
 Portfolio 
 Github 
 LinkedIn 
 Twitter 

 PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 

 Freelance  —  Full Stack Web Developer 
 September 2022 - PRESENT 

 ❖  Created full stack web applications and static websites for different 
 clients across small and medium size businesses. 

 ❖  Also, consulted on SEO and social media strategy 
 ❖  DDesigned and developed scalable and responsive web applications 

 across a range of devices and platforms 

 TECHNICAL EXPERIENCE 

 100Dev’s  —  Full Stack Web Developer 
 January 2023 - Present 

 ❖  Collaborated with a team of developers to build modern and 
 responsive web applications using best practices 

 ❖  Built semantically structured full stack web applications 
 ❖  Worked with back-end development team to implement RESTful 

 APIs using Node.js, Express, and MongoDB 
 ❖  Worked with UX/UI team to implement user interfaces using React, 

 Tailwind CSS, and Bootstrap 

 PROJECTS 

 Visual Forge  —  React, MongoDB, OpenAI, Cloudinary,  HTML, CSS 
 Built - Visual Forge, an AI DALL-E clone, sparks creativity with simple 
 prompts, allowing effortless crafting of captivating images and pushing visual 
 exploration boundaries. 

 Image Genie  —  Next.js, TypeScript, Clerk, Shadcn,  MongoDB, 
 Cloudinary, Stripe, TailwindCSS, HTML, CSS 

 Built - Image Genie is an AI image SaaS platform that excels in image 
 processing capabilities, integrates a secure payment infrastructure, offers 
 advanced image search functionalities, and supports multiple AI features, 
 including image restoration, recoloring, object removal, generative filling, 
 and background removal. 

 SKILLS 

    HTML 

    CSS 

    Javascript 

    Git 

    Open AI 

    Web Accessibility 

    Web Authentication 

    RESTful APIs 

    Node 

    React 

    React Native 

    Astro 

    TypeScript 

    Bootstrap 

    Tailwind 

    MongoDB 

    Next.js 

    Express.js 

 EDUCATON 

 100Dev’s - Coding Agency 

 San Diego State University 

mailto:rsimmonswebdev@gmail.com
https://www.rob-simmons.com/
https://github.com/rsimmons11/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rob-simmons11/
https://twitter.com/RobertS40455705
https://visual-forge.netlify.app/
https://image-genie.vercel.app/


 JourneyJunction  —  MongoDB, Passport, HTML, CSS, Node 

 Developed & Engineered - JunctionJourney connects global adventurers, 
 allowing you to share and explore vibrant experiences through captivating 
 images, titles, and captions. Visual Forge —  AI DALL-E  Clone 
 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. 

 Find My Hero  —  HTML, CSS, API 

 Designed & Engineered - This web app effortlessly retrieves comprehensive 
 information about Marvel comic book characters. Enter a character's name, 
 and instantly access details, fostering an immersive exploration of the 
 Marvel Universe. 

https://findmyhero.netlify.app/
https://findmyhero.netlify.app/





